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Abstract
The delay monad provides a way to introduce general recursion in type theory. To write programs
that use a wide range of computational effects directly in type theory, we need to combine the
delay monad with the monads of these effects. Here we present a first systematic study of such
combinations.

We study both the coinductive delay monad and its guarded recursive cousin, giving concrete
examples of combining these with well-known computational effects. We also provide general
theorems stating which algebraic effects distribute over the delay monad, and which do not. Lastly,
we salvage some of the impossible cases by considering distributive laws up to weak bisimilarity.
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1 Introduction

Martin Löf type theory [29] is a language that can be understood both as a logic and a
programming language. For the logical interpretation it is crucial that all programs terminate.
Still, one would like to reason about programming languages with general recursion, or even
write general recursive programs inside type theory. One solution to this problem is to
encapsulate recursion in a monad, such as the delay monad D. This monad maps an object
X to the coinductive solution to DX ∼= X + DX. The right inclusion into the sum of the
above isomorphism introduces a computation step, and infinitely many steps correspond to
divergence. Capretta [8] showed how D introduces general recursion via an iteration operator
of type (X → D(X + Y )) → X → DY . For this reason, D has been used to model recursion
in type theory [14, 41, 4], and in particular forms part of the basis of interaction trees [42].

The delay monad has a guarded recursive variant defined using Nakano’s [33] fixed
point modality ▷. Data of type ▷X should be thought of as data of type X available only
one time step from now. This modal operator has a unit next : X → ▷X transporting
data to the future, and a fixed point operator fix : (▷X → X) → X mapping productive
definitions to their fixed points satisfying fix(f) = f(next(fix(f))). Guarded recursion can be
modelled in the topos of trees [7] – the category Setωop
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39:2 What Monads Can and Cannot Do

numbers – by defining (▷X)(0) = 1 and (▷X)(n + 1) = X(n). The guarded delay monad Dg

is defined as the free monad on ▷, i.e., the inductive (and provably also coinductive) solution
to DgX ∼= X + ▷(DgX).

The two delay monads can be formally related by moving to a multiclock variant of
guarded recursion, in which the modal operator ▷ is indexed by a clock variable κ, which
can be universally quantified. Then by defining the guarded delay monad DκX to be the
unique solution to DκX ∼= X + ▷κ(DκX), the coinductive variant can be encoded [2] as
DX

def= ∀κ.DκX. In this paper we will work informally in Clocked Cubical Type Theory
(CCTT) [5], a type theory in which such encodings of coinductive types can be formalised
and proven correct.

Unlike the coinductive variant, the guarded delay monad has a fixed point operator of
type ((X → DκY ) → (X → DκY )) → (X → DκY ), defined using fix. For the coinductive
delay monad, fixed points only exist for continuous maps, but in the guarded case, continuity
is a consequence of a causality property enforced in types using ▷. As a consequence, higher
order functional programming languages with recursion can be embedded in type theories
like CCTT by interpreting function spaces as Kleisli exponentials for Dκ. For example,
Paviotti et al. [36] showed how to model the simply typed lambda calculus with fixed point
terms (PCF), and proved adequacy of the model, all in a type theory with guarded recursion.
These results have since been extended to languages with recursive types [31] and (using an
impredicative universe) languages with higher-order store [38]. This suggests that the guarded
delay monad can be used for programming and reasoning about programs using a wide range
of advanced computational effects directly in type theory. However, a mathematical theory
describing the interaction of the delay monads with other monads is still lacking, even for
basic computational effects.

1.1 Combining the Delay Monad With Other Effects
In this paper, we present a first systematic study of monads combining delay with other
effects. We first show how to combine the delay monad with standard monads known from
computational effects: exceptions, reader, global state and the selection monad. Most of
these follow standard combinations of effects and non-termination known from domain theory,
but, the algebraic status of these combinations is simpler than in the domain theoretic case:
Whereas the latter can be understood as free monads for order-enriched algebraic theories [20],
the combinations with the guarded recursive delay monad are simply free models of theories
in the standard sense, with the caveat that the arity of the step operation is non-standard.

The rest of the paper is concerned with distributive laws of the form TD → DT , where
T is any monad and D is the delay monad in any of the two forms mentioned above. Such a
distributive law distributes the operations of T over steps, and equips the composite DT

with a monad structure that describes computations whose other effects are only visible
upon termination. This is the natural monad for example in the case of writing to state,
when considering non-determinism and observing must-termination, or for computing data
contained in data structures such as trees or lists.

There are two natural ways of distributing an n-ary operation op over computation
steps: The first is to execute each of the n input computations in sequence until they
have all terminated, the second is to execute the n inputs in parallel, delaying terminated
computations until all inputs have terminated. We show that sequential execution yields a
distributive law for algebraic monads (monads generated by algebraic theories) where all
equations are balanced, i.e., the number of occurrences of each variable on either side is the
same. Trees, lists, and multisets are examples of such monads.
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The requirement of balanced equations is indeed necessary. This was observed already
by Møgelberg and Vezzosi [32] who showed that for the finite powerset monad, sequential
distribution of steps over the union operator was not well defined, and parallel distribution did
not yield a distributive law due to miscounting of steps. Here we strengthen this result to show
that no distributive law is possible for the finite powerset monad over the coinductive delay
monad. At first sight it might seem that the culprit in this case is the idempotency axiom.
However, we show that in some cases it is possible to distribute idempotent operations
over the coinductive delay monad, but not over the guarded one (we show this just for
commutative operations).

Finally, we show that if one is willing to work up to weak bisimilarity, i.e., equating
elements of the delay monad that only differ by a finite number of computation steps, then
one can construct a distributive law TD → DT for any monad T generated by an algebraic
theory with no drop equations (equations where a variable appears on one side, but not the
other). To make this precise, we formulate this result as a distributive law of monads on a
category of setoids.

Agda Formalisation

Some of the results presented in this paper have been formalised in Agda using Vezzosi’s
Guarded Cubical library1. The code can be found at https://tinyurl.com/WMCDAgda.

2 Monads and Algebraic Theories

In this background section we briefly remind the reader of algebraic theories and free model
monads for an algebraic theory. We mention different classes of equations that play a role in
our analysis of monad compositions, and we discuss distributive laws for composing monads.

▶ Definition 1 (Algebraic Theory). An algebraic theory A consists of a signature ΣA and a
set of equations EA. The signature is a set of operation symbols with arities given by natural
numbers. The signature ΣA together with a set of variables X inductively defines the set of
A-terms: Every variable x : X is a term, and for each operation symbol op in ΣA, if op has
arity n and t1, . . . , tn are terms, then op(t1, . . . , tn) is a term. The set of equations contains
pairs of terms (s, t) in a finite variable context which are to be considered equal, often written
as s = t. These pairs then define an equivalence relation on terms via equational logic.

▶ Example 2 (Monoids). The algebraic theory of monoids has a signature consisting of
a constant c and a binary operation ∗, satisfying the left and right unital equations: ∀x :
X. c ∗ x = x and ∀x : X. x ∗ c = x, and associativity: ∀x, y, z : X. (x ∗ y) ∗ z = x ∗ (y ∗ z).
Commutative monoids also include the commutativity equation: ∀x, y : X. x ∗ y = y ∗ x.

▶ Definition 3 (Category of Models). A model of an algebraic theory (ΣA, EA) is a set X

together with an interpretation opX : Xn → X of each n-ary operation op in ΣA, such that
sX = tX for each equation s = t in EA. Here sX is the interpretation of s defined inductively
using the interpretation of operations.

A homomorphism between two models (X, (−)X) and (Y, (−)Y ) is a morphism h : X → Y

such that h(opX(x1, . . . , xn)) = opY (h(x1), . . . , h(xn)) for each n-ary operation op in ΣA

and x1, . . . , xn : X. The models of an algebraic theory and homomorphisms between them
form a category called the category of algebras of the algebraic theory, denoted A-alg.

1 https://github.com/agda/guarded
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The free model of an algebraic theory A with variables in a set X consists of the set of
equivalence classes of A-terms in context X. The functor F : Set → A-alg sending each set
X to the free model of A on X is left adjoint to the forgetful functor sending each A-model
to its underlying set. This adjunction induces a monad on Set, called the free model monad
of the algebraic theory [24, 23, 25]. The category of algebras of A is isomorphic to the
Eilenberg-Moore category of this monad. If a monad T is isomorphic to the free model
monad of an algebraic theory, then we say that T is presented by that algebraic theory.

▶ Example 4 (Boom Hierarchy Monads [30]). The binary tree monad, the list monad, the
multiset monad and the powerset monad are the free model monads of respectively the
theories of:

Magmas, the theory consisting of a constant and a binary operation satisfying the left
and right unit equations.
Monoids, which are magmas satisfying the associativity equation.
Commutative monoids.
Idempotent commutative monoids, which are also known as semilattices.

The equations of an algebraic theory determine much of the behaviour of its free model
monad. For example, linear equations result in monads that always compose with commut-
ative monads [26, 34]. In this paper, we built upon the ideas of Gautam [16] and Parlant et
al [35], and distinguish the following classes of equations:

▶ Definition 5. Write var(t) for the set of variables that appear in a term t. We say that an
equation s = t is:
Linear if var(s) = var(t) and each variable in these sets appears exactly once in both s and t.

Example: x ∗ y = y ∗ x.
Balanced if var(s) = var(t) and each variable in these sets appears equally many times in s

and t. Example: (x ∗ y) ∗ (y ∗ z) = (y ∗ y) ∗ (x ∗ z).
Dup if there is an x : var(s) ∪ var(t), such that x appears ≥ 2 times in s and/or t. Example:

the balanced equation above, as well as x ∗ x = x ∗ x ∗ x and x ∧ (x ∨ y) = x.
Drop if var(s) ̸= var(t). Example: x ∧ (x ∨ y) = x.

▶ Remark 6. Notice that these types of equations are not mutually exclusive. An equation
can for instance be both dup and drop, such as the absorption equation x ∧ (x ∨ y) = x.

2.1 Distributive Laws
One way of composing two monads is via a distributive law describing the interaction between
the two monads [6].

▶ Definition 7 (Distributive Law). Given monads ⟨S, ηS , µS⟩ and ⟨T, ηT , µT ⟩, a distributive
law distributing S over T is a natural transformation ζ : ST → TS satisfying the following
axioms:

ζ ◦ ηST = TηS ζ ◦ SηT = ηT S (unit axioms)
ζ ◦ µST = TµS ◦ ζS ◦ Sζ ζ ◦ SµT = µT S ◦ Tζ ◦ ζT (multiplication axioms)

▶ Example 8 (Lists and Multisets). Distributive laws are named after the well-known
distributivity of multiplication over addition: a ∗ (b + c) = (a ∗ b) + (a ∗ c). Many distributive
laws follow the same distribution pattern. For example, the list monad distributes over the
multiset monad in this way: ζ[HaI, Hb, cI] = H[a, b], [a, c]I. However, this is by no means the
only way a distributive law can function.
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▶ Theorem 9 (Beck [6]). Let C be a category, and ⟨S, ηS , µS⟩ and ⟨T, ηT , µT ⟩ two monads
on C. If ζ : ST → TS is a distributive law, then the functor TS carries a monad structure
with unit ηT ηS and multiplication µT µS ◦ TζS.

We frequently use the following equivalence in our proofs:

▶ Theorem 10 (Beck [6]). Given two monads ⟨S, ηS , µS⟩ and ⟨T, ηT , µT ⟩ on a category C,
there is a bijective correspondence between distributive laws of type ST → TS, and liftings of
T to the Eilenberg-Moore category CS of S.

Here, a lifting of T to CS is an assignment mapping S-algebra structures on a set X to
S-algebra structures on TX such that ηT and µT are S-algebra homomorphisms.

3 Guarded Recursion and the Delay Monad

In this paper we work informally in Clocked Cubical Type Theory (CCTT) [5]. At present,
this is the only known theory combining the features we need: Multiclocked guarded recursion
and quotient types (to express free monads). Here we remind the reader of the basic principles
of CCTT, but we refer to Kristensen et al. [5] for the full details, including a denotational
semantics for CCTT.

3.1 Algebraic Theories in Cubical Type Theory
CCTT is an extension of Cubical Type Theory (CTT) [12], which in turn is a version of
Homotopy Type Theory (HoTT) [39] that gives computational content to the univalence
axiom. In CTT, the identity type of Martin-Löf type theory is replaced by a path type,
which we shall write infix as t =A u, often omitting the type A of t and u. We will work
informally with =, using its standard properties such as function extensionality.

A type A is a homotopy proposition (or hprop) in HoTT and CTT, if any two elements
of A are equal, and an hset if x =A y is an hprop for all x, y : A. Assuming a universe of
small types, one can encode universes hProp and hSet of homotopy sets and propositions in
the standard way. The benefit of working with hsets is that there is no higher structure to
consider. In particular, the collection of hsets and maps between these forms a category in
the sense of HoTT [39], and so basic category theoretic notions such as functors and monads
on hsets can be formulated in the standard way.

The notion of algebraic theory can also be read directly in CTT this way. Moreover, the
free monads on algebraic theories can be defined using higher inductive types (HITs). These
are types given inductively by constructors for terms as well as for equalities. For example,
the format for HITs used in CCTT [5] (adapted from Cavallo and Harper [9]) is expressive
enough2.

We write type equivalence as A ≃ B. For hsets this just means that there are maps
f : A → B and g : B → A that are inverses of each other, as expressed in CTT using path
equality.

3.2 Multi-Clocked Guarded Recursion
CCTT extends CTT with multi-clock guarded recursion. The central component in this is
a modal type operator ▷ indexed by clocks κ, used to classify data that is delayed by one
time step on clock κ. The most important typing rules of CCTT are collected in Figure 1.

2 Full details are in the appendix in the extended version on ArXiv
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39:6 What Monads Can and Cannot Do

Γ ⊢
Γ, κ : clock ⊢

κ : clock ∈ Γ
Γ, α : κ ⊢

Γ, TimeLess(Γ′) ⊢ t : ▷ (α :κ).A Γ, β : κ, Γ′ ⊢
Γ, β : κ, Γ′ ⊢ t [β] : A [β/α]

Γ, α : κ ⊢ t : A

Γ ⊢ λ(α :κ).t : ▷ (α :κ).A
Γ, κ : clock ⊢ t : A

Γ ⊢ Λκ.t : ∀κ.A

Γ ⊢ t : ∀κ.A Γ ⊢ κ′ : clock
Γ ⊢ t[κ′] : A[κ′/κ]

Γ ⊢ t : ▷κA → A

Γ ⊢ dfixκ t : ▷κA

Γ ⊢ t : ▷κA → A

Γ ⊢ pfixκ t : ▷ (α :κ).(dfixκt) [α] =A t(dfixκt)

Figure 1 Selected typing rules for Clocked Cubical Type Theory [5]. The telescope TimeLess(Γ′)
is composed of the timeless assumptions in Γ, i.e. interval variables and faces (as in Cubical Type
Theory) as well as clock variables.

Clocks are introduced as special assumptions κ : clock in a context, and can be abstracted
and applied to terms of the type ∀κ.A which behaves much like a Π-type for clocks. Like
function extensionality, extensionality for ∀κ.A also holds in CCTT.

The rules for ▷ also resemble those of Π-types: Introduction is by abstracting special
assumptions α : κ called ticks on the clock κ. Since ticks can appear in terms, the modal
type ▷ (α :κ).A binds α in A, just like a Π-type binds a variable. We write ▷κA for ▷ (α :κ).A
when α does not appear in A. The introduction rule for ▷ can be read as stating that if t

has type A after the tick α, then λ(α :κ).t has type ▷ (α :κ).A now.
The modality ▷ is eliminated by applying a term to a tick. Note that the term t applied

to the tick β cannot already contain β freely. This restriction prevents t from being applied
twice to the same tick, which would construct terms of type ▷κ ▷κ A → ▷κA, collapsing two
steps into one. Moreover, t cannot contain any variables nor other ticks occurring in the
context after β, only timeless assumptions, i.e., clocks, interval assumptions and faces. One
application of timeless assumptions is to type the extensionality principle for ▷:

(t =▷ (α:κ).A u) ≃ ▷ (α :κ).(t [α] =A u [α]). (1)

For all explicit applications of terms to ticks in this paper, the term will not use timeless
assumptions. The usual η and β laws hold for tick abstraction and application.

The use of ticks for programming with ▷ implies that ▷ is an applicative functor, and can
even be given a dependent applicative action of type

Π(f : ▷κ(Π(X : A).B(x)).Π(y : ▷κA).▷ (α :κ).B(y [α]).

Ticks are named in CCTT for reasons of normalisation [3], but are essentially identical.
This is expressed in type theory as the tick irrelevance principle:

tirrκ : Π(x : ▷κA). ▷ (α :κ). ▷ (β :κ).(x [α] =A x [β]). (2)

The term tirrκ is defined in CCTT using special combinators on ticks, allowing for computa-
tional content to tirrκ. This means that the rule for tick application is more general than the
one given in Figure 1. However, we will not need this further generality for anything apart
from tirrκ, which we use directly.

Finally, CCTT has a fixed point operator dfix which unfolds up to path equality as
witnessed by pfix. Using these, one can define fixκ : (▷κA → A) → A as fixκ(t) = t(dfixκt)
and prove fixκ(t) = t(nextκ(fixκ(t))) where nextκ def=(λ(x : A).λ(α : κ).x) : A → ▷κA. Note
that this uses that also variables appearing before a tick in a context can be introduced.
This is not the case in all Fitch-style modal type theories [11, 17].
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3.3 Guarded Recursive Types
A guarded recursive type is a recursive type in which the recursive occurrences of the type
are all guarded by a ▷. These can be encoded up to equivalence of types using fixed points
of maps on the universe. Our primary example is the guarded recursive delay monad Dκ

defined to map an X to the recursive type

DκX ≃ X + ▷κ(DκX).

We write now : X → DκX and step : ▷κ(DκX) → DκX for the two maps given by inclusion
and the equivalence above.

Since ▷κ preserves the property of being an hset, one can prove by guarded recursion that
DκX is an hset whenever X is. Dκ can be seen as a free construction in the following sense.

▶ Definition 11. A delay algebra on the clock κ is an hset X together with a map ▷κX → X.

Given an hset X, the hset DκX carries a delay algebra structure. It is the free delay
algebra in the sense that given any other delay algebra (Y, ξ), and a map f : X → Y , there
is a unique homomorphism f : DκX → Y extending f along now, defined by the clause

f(step(x)) = ξ(λ(α :κ).f(x [α])). (3)

This is a recursive definition that can be encoded as a fixed point of a map h : ▷κ(DκX →
Y ) → (DκX → Y ) defined using the clause h(g)(step(x)) = ξ(λ(α :κ).(g [α])(x [α])). In this
paper we use the simpler notation of Equation (3) for such definitions rather than the explicit
use of fixκ.

We sketch the proof that f is the unique homomorphism extending f , to illustrate the
use of fixκ for proofs. Suppose g is another such extension. To use guarded recursion, assume
that ▷κ(g = f). We show that g(step(x)) = ξ(λ(α :κ).f(x [α])). Since g is a homomorphism:
g(step(x)) = ξ(λ(α : κ).g(x [α])). So by extensionality for ▷ (1) it suffices to show that
▷ (α :κ).(g(x [α]) = f(x [α])), which follows from the guarded recursion hypothesis.

Tick irrelevance implies that Dκ is a commutative monad in the sense of Kock [22].

3.4 Encoding Coinductive Types
Coinductive types can be encoded using a combination of guarded recursive types and
quantification over clocks. This was first observed by Atkey and McBride [2]. We recall the
following special case of a more general theorem for this in CCTT [5]. First a definition.

▶ Definition 12. A functor F : hSet → hSet commutes with clock quantification, if the
canonical map F (∀κ.(X [κ])) → ∀κ.F (X [κ]) is an equivalence for all X : ∀κ.hSet. An hset
X is clock irrelevant if the constant functor to X commutes with clock quantification, i.e. if
the canonical map X → ∀κ.X is an equivalence.

Note that functors commuting with clock quantification map clock irrelevant types to
clock irrelevant types.

▶ Theorem 13 ([5]). Let F be an endofunctor on the category of hsets commuting with clock
quantification, and let νκF be the guarded recursive type satisfying F (▷κ(νκF )) ≃ νκF , then
νF

def= ∀κ.νκF carries a final coalgebra structure for F .

In order to apply Theorem 13, of course, one needs a large collection of functors F

commuting with clock quantification. Fortunately, the collection of such functors is closed
under almost all type constructors, including finite sum and product, Π and Σ types, ▷, ∀κ,

CSL 2024
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and guarded recursive types [5, Lemma 4.2]. Clock irrelevant types are likewise closed under
the same type constructors, and path equality. The only exception to clock irrelevance is the
universe type.

For example, if X is clock irrelevant, then F (Y ) = X + Y commutes with clock quantific-
ation, and so DX

def= ∀κ.DκX is the coinductive solution to DX ≃ X + DX.
CCTT moreover has a principle of induction under clocks allowing one to prove that

many HITs are clock irrelevant, including the empty type, booleans and natural numbers.
Moreover, one can prove the following.

▶ Proposition 14. Let A = (ΣA, EA) be an equational theory such that ΣA and EA are clock
irrelevant. Then the free model monad T commutes with clock quantification. In particular,
T (X) is clock irrelevant for all clock irrelevant X.

The collection of clock irrelevant propositions can be shown to be closed under standard
logical connectives. Alternatively, one can assume a global clock constant κ0, which then
can be used to prove that all propositions are clock irrelevant.

▶ Convention 15. In the remainder of this paper, the word set will refer to a clock-irrelevant
hset, and the word proposition will refer to clock-irrelevant homotopy propositions. We will
write Set and Prop for the universes of these. Similarly, whenever we mention functors these
are assumed to commute with clock quantification.

4 Specific Combinations with Delay

In this section we look at some specific examples of monads, and see how they combine with
the delay monads. In particular, we will look at the exception, reader, state, and selection
monads. Intuitively, these monads model (parts of) the process: read input - compute - do
something with the output. For instance, the state monad reads a state, then both updates
the current state and gives an output. Combining the state monad with the delay monads
allows us to model the fact that the computation in between reading the input and giving
the output takes time, and might not terminate.

The examples we give follow the same pattern as the adaptation of these monads to
domain theory: we insert a delay monad where one would use lifting in the domain theoretic
case. However, we also show that the algebraic status of these monads is much simpler in
the guarded recursive case than in the domain theoretic one: they can simply be understood
as being generated by algebraic theories where one operation (step) has a non-standard
arity. In the domain theoretic case, the algebraic description is in terms of enriched Lawvere
theories [20]. We give no algebraic description of the combinations with the coinductive delay
monads, because this does not by itself have an algebraic description.

First note that for combinations with delay via a distributive law, it is enough to find a
distributive law for the guarded recursive version Dκ.

▶ Lemma 16. Let T be a monad. A distributive law ζX : ∀κ.T (Dκ(X)) → Dκ(T (X)) for the
guarded delay monad induces a distributive law TD → DT for the coinductive delay monad.
Similarly, if T κ is a family of monads indexed by κ then T (X) = ∀κ.T κ(X) carries a monad
structure.

Proof. The distributive law can be constructed as the composite

T (∀κ.Dκ(X)) → (∀κ.T (Dκ(X))) → ∀κ.Dκ(T (X)),

where κ is fresh for T and X. For the second statement define the multiplication as the
composite ∀κ.T κ(∀κ.T κ(X)) → (∀κ.T κ(T κ(X))) → ∀κ.T κ(X). ◀
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Exceptions

The first monad we consider is the exception monad. For a set of exceptions E, the exception
monad is given by the functor (− + E), with obvious unit and multiplication. The exception
monad is the free model monad of the algebraic theory consisting of a signature with a
constant e for each exception in E, and no equations.

It is well known that the exception monad distributes over any monad, and therefore
we have a distributive law ζ : (Dκ(−) + E) → Dκ(− + E). The resulting composite monad
Dκ(− + E) is the free model monad of the theory consisting of constants e : E and a
step-operator forming a delay algebra, with no additional equations.

Reading

The reader monad (−)R is presented by the algebraic theory consisting of a single operation
lookup : XR → X, satisfying the equations

∀x : X. lookup(λr.x) = x ∀g : (XR)R. lookup(lookup ◦g) = lookup(λs.g s s).

To combine the reader monad with the delay monad, we define a distributive law DκR →
RDκ by the clauses ζ(now f) = λr. now(fr) and ζ(step d) = λr. step(λ(α : κ).(ζ(d [α]))r),
where f : XR and d : ▷κ(XR). The resulting composite monad RDκ is the free model monad
of the theory consisting of lookup and step satisfying the above equations for lookup and

∀d : ▷κ(XR). step(λ(α :κ). lookup(d [α])) = lookup(λr. step(λ(α :κ).d [α] r)). (4)

Global State

Plotkin and Power [37] show that the global state monad (S × −)S can be described
algebraically by two operations: lookup : XS → X and update : X → XS , satisfying four
interaction diagrams. They call the category of such algebras GS-algebras.

The natural combination of global state and Dκ is (Dκ(S ×−))S describing computations
whose steps occur between reading the initial state and writing back the updated state. To
describe this monad algebraically define a GSD-algebra to be a GS-algebra which also carries
a delay algebra structure satisfying (4) and

∀x : ▷κX. λs. update(step x)s = λs. step(λ(α :κ). update(x [α])s).

Diagrammatically:

▷κ(XS) (▷κX)S XS ▷κX ▷κ(XS) (▷κX)S

▷κX X X XS

▷κ(lookup)

stepS

lookup

▷κ(update)

step stepS

step update

▶ Theorem 17. The monad (Dκ(S × −))S is the free model monad of the theory of GSD-
algebras.

Note that also (D(S × −))S is a monad by Lemma 16, since the assumption of S being
clock irrelevant implies (D(S × −))S ≃ ∀κ.((Dκ(S × −))S).
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Selecting

The selection monad J X = (X → S) → X takes a function X → S, and selects an input
x : X to return [15]. This could, for example, be an input for which the function attains
an optimal value. It is a monad similar to the reader monad, with a more advanced input.
It is also a close companion to the continuation monad (X → S) → S, and it has many
applications in for example game theory and functional programming [18].

The selection monad combines with the delay monad via a distributive law of type
DκJ → J Dκ. Intuitively, it first gathers all the data from the function X → S, and then
computes which element from X to select. This computation takes time and might not
terminate. We assume that the initial input is readily available, even though the resulting
type of the monad composition is (DκX → S) → DκX. This fact is reflected in the definition
of the distributive law below.

The distributive law is similar to the distributive law for the delay monad over the reader
monad, and is given by:

ζ(step(d)) = λg. step(λ(α :κ).(ζ(d [α]))g),

where f : (X → S) → X and d : ▷κ(Dκ((X → S) → X)). As a result, both J Dκ and J D

can be equipped with monad structures.

Free Combinations With Delay

The sum of two monads T and S is a monad T ⊕S whose algebras are objects X with algebra
structures for both T and S [19]. In terms of algebraic theories, the sum can be understood
as combining two theories with no equations between them. The sum of Dκ with any other
monad always exists [19, Theorem 4]:

▶ Corollary 18. Let T be a monad, and define T ⊕ Dκ as the guarded recursive type:

(T ⊕ Dκ)X ≃ T (X + ▷κ((T ⊕ Dκ)X)).

Then (T ⊕ Dκ)(X) is the carrier of the free T -algebra and delay-algebra structure.

The monad mapping X to ∀κ.(T ⊕ Dκ)(X) includes the coinductive delay monad and T ,
but we have not been able to prove a general universal property for this. We believe that it
is not the sum of the two.

5 Parallel and Sequential Distribution of Operations

We now consider distributive laws of type TD → DT , where D is one of the delay monads
and T is any presentable monad. Such laws equip the composite DT with a monad structure,
which is the natural one in particular for monads describing data structures, such as those in
the Boom hierarchy.

We again focus on distributive laws involving the guarded version of the delay monad,
invoking Lemma 16. Intuitively, such a distributive law pulls all the steps out of the algebraic
structure of T : it turns a T -structure with delayed elements into a delayed T -structure.
There are two obvious candidates for such a lifting: parallel and sequential computation. We
define both of these on operations using guarded recursion. A lifting of terms then follows
inductively from lifting each operation in the signature of the presentation of T .
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▶ Definition 19 (Parallel Lifting of Operators). Let A be an algebraic theory, and let X be an
A-model. Define, for each n-ary operation op in A, a lifting oppar

DκX : (DκX)n → DκX by:

oppar
DκX(now x1, . . . , now xn) = now(opX(x1, . . . , xn))

oppar
DκX(x1, . . . , xn) = step(λα.(oppar

DκX(x′
1, . . . , x′

n))),

where the second clause only applies if one of the xi is of the form step(x′′
i ) and

x′
i =

{
xi if xi = now(x′′

i )
x′′

i [α] if xi = step(x′′
i )

▶ Definition 20 (Sequential Lifting of Operators). Let A be an algebraic theory, and let X be
an A-model. Define, for each n-ary operation op in A, a lifting opseq

DκX : (DκX)n → DκX

by:

opseq
DκX(now x1, . . . , now xn) = now(opX(x1, . . . , xn))

opseq
DκX(now x1, . . . , step xi, . . . xn) = step(λα.(opseq

DκX(now x1, . . . , (xi [α]), . . . , xn))),

where, in the second clause, the ith argument is the first not of the form now(x′
k).

In general, for an n-ary operation op, parallel lifting evaluates all arguments of the form
step(xi) in parallel, and sequential lifting evaluates them one by one from the left. Parallel
lifting of an operator therefore terminates in as many steps as the maximum required for
each of its inputs to terminate, while sequential lifting terminates in the sum of the number
of steps required for each input.

The evaluation order of arguments in the case of sequential lifting is inessential, which
can be proved using guarded recursion and tick irrelevance.

▶ Lemma 21. Let A be an algebraic theory, and let op be an n-ary operation in A. Then

opseq
DκX(x1, . . . , step(xi), . . . xn) = step(λ(α :κ).opseq

DκX(x1, . . . , xi [α], . . . , xn)).

5.1 Preservation of Equations
Parallel lifting preserves all non-drop equations, whereas sequential lifting only preserves
balanced equations. We prove this in the two following propositions. We write spar

DκX for
the interpretation of a term s on DκX defined by induction of s using the parallel lifting
of operations, and likewise sseq

DκX for the interpretation defined using sequential lifting of
operations.

▶ Proposition 22 (Parallel Preserves Non-Drop). Let A = (ΣA, EA) be an algebraic theory,
X an A-model, and s = t a non-drop equation that is valid in A. Then also spar

DκX = tpar
DκX .

The restriction to non-drop equations is necessary, because divergence in a dropped
variable leads to divergence on one side of the equation, but not on the other.

Møgelberg and Vezzosi [32] observed that parallel lifting does not define a distributive law
in the case of the finite powerset monad. Their proof uses idempotency, but in fact parallel
lifting does not define a monad even just in the presence of a single binary operation.

▶ Theorem 23. Let T be an algebraic monad with a binary operation op. Then the natural
transformation ζ : TD → DT induced by parallel lifting does not define a distributive law,
because it fails the second multiplication axiom.
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Proof. The counter example is the same as used by Møgelberg and Vezzosi:

oppar
DDX(µD(now(step now x)), µD(step(now(now y))) = step(now(opX(x, y)))
µD(oppar

DDX(now(step(now x)), step(now(now y)))) = step(step(now(opX(x, y)))). ◀

Note that we used the coinductive version of the delay monad in the above theorem. By
Lemma 16, this implies the same result for the guarded recursive version.

▶ Proposition 24 (Sequential Preserves Balanced). Let A be an algebraic theory, and s, t be two
A-terms such that s = t is a balanced equation that is valid in A. Then also sseq

DκX = tseq
DκX .

Balance is necessary. For example, if t and s are terms in a single variable which occurs
twice in t and once in s, then tseq

DκX(step(x)) takes at least two steps, but sseq
DκX(step(x))

might take only one. Building on Proposition 24, one can prove the following.

▶ Theorem 25. Let T be the free model monad of algebraic theory T = (ΣT, ET), such
that ET only contains balanced equations. Then sequential lifting defines a distributive law
TDκ → DκT .

Combining this with Lemma 16 we obtain a distributive law TD → DT for all T as in
Theorem 25.
▶ Remark 26. Since Dκ is a commutative monad, we already know from Manes and Mulry [26]
and Parlant [34] that there is a distributive law in the case where T only has linear equations.
We can extend this linearity requirement here to allow duplications of variables, as long as
there are equally many duplicates on either side of each equation.

▶ Example 27. The sequential distributive law successfully combines the delay monad with
the binary tree monad, the list monad, and the multiset monad, resulting in the monads
DκB, DκL, and DκM , respectively.

6 Idempotent Equations

This section studies distributive laws TD → DT for T an algebraic monad with an idempotent
binary operation “op”. Since idempotency is not a balanced equation, as remarked after
Proposition 24, sequential distribution does not respect it, and so neither parallel nor
sequential distribution define distributive laws in this case. Idempotency turns out to be
a tricky equation: We first show an example of such a theory T where no distributive law
TD → DT is possible, then a theory where it is, and finally we show that no distributive
law of type TDκ → DκT is possible. First observe the following.

▶ Lemma 28. Let T be an algebraic monad with an idempotent binary operation op and let
ζ : TD → DT be a distributive law. There exist binary T -operations op1 and op’ such that for
any T -model X, the lifting of op to DX satisfies op(step x, step y) = step(op1(x, y)) and either
1) op(step x, y) = step(op’(x, y)) and op’(x, step y) = op1(x, y) or 2) op(step x, y) = op’(x, y)
and op’(x, step y) = step(op1(x, y)).

Proof Sketch. We just sketch the proof of existence of op1. Consider the naturality diagram
for the unique map ! : 2 → 1 from the 2-element set {tt, ff} to the singleton set {⋆}.

D(T (2)) × D(T (2)) D(T (2))

D(T (1)) × D(T (1)) D(T (1))

op

D(T (!))×D(T (!)) D(T (!))

op
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By idempotency, the lower composition maps (step(now(ηT (tt))), step(now(ηT (ff)))) to
step now(ηT (⋆)). Therefore it must be the case that op(step(now(ηT (tt))), step(now(ηT (ff))))
is step(now(op1(ηT (tt), ηT (ff)))) for some op1. ◀

▶ Proposition 29. There is no distributive law PfD → DPf for Pf the finite powerset functor.

Proof Sketch. There are only four possible cases for op1(x, y) and op’(x, y): ∅, {x}, {y} and
{x, y}. An easy analysis rules out the first three. Lemma 28 then implies that {step(x), y} =
step({x, y}). This leads to a contradiction as follows

step({x}) = {step(x)} = {step(x), step(x)} = step({x, step(x)}) = step2({x}). ◀

▶ Example 30. Let A be the algebraic theory with one idempotent binary operation ∗ and
one unary operator !, with no further equations. Let T be the monad generated by A. There
is a distributive law ζ : TD → DT given by the following clauses

!(step(x)) = x step(x) ∗ y = step(x ∗ (!y)) x ∗ step(y) = step((!x) ∗ y).

Note in particular, that step(x) ∗ step(y) = step(x ∗ (!(step(y)))) = step(x ∗ y). This example
can be extended to ∗ associative, if the equation !(x ∗ y) = (!x) ∗ (!y) is added.

▶ Theorem 31 (No-Go Theorem). Let T be a monad with a binary algebraic operation that
is commutative and idempotent. Then there is no distributive law of type TDκ → DκT .

7 Semi-Go Theorem: Up to Weak Bisimilarity

In the proof of Theorem 31 the failure of existence of distributive laws comes down to a
miscounting of steps. This section shows that this is indeed all that fails, and that parallel
lifting defines a distributive law up to weak bisimilarity for algebraic monads with no drop
equations. Weak bisimilarity is a relation on the coinductive delay monad, which relates
computations that only differ by a finite number of steps. To make this precise, we work in
a category of setoids. The objects are pairs (X, R), where R is an equivalence relation on
X, and morphisms are equivalence classes of maps f between the underlying sets respecting
the relations. Two such maps are equivalent if their values on equal input are related by the
equivalence relation on the target type.

We first define a lifting of the coinductive delay monad D to the category of setoids.
We do this via a similar relation (taken from Møgelberg and Paviotti [31]) defined for the
guarded delay monad, because that allows us to reason using guarded recursion. We write
δκ for step ◦ next : DκX → DκX.

▶ Definition 32 ([31]). Let X, Y be sets, and suppose R : X → Y → Prop is a relation.
Define weak bisimilarity up to R, written ∼κ

R : DκX → DκY → Prop, by:

now(x) ∼κ
R y

def= ∃(n : N, y′ : Y ).y = (δκ)n(now(y′))and R(x, y′),

x ∼κ
R now(y) def= ∃(n : N, x′ : X).x = (δκ)n(now(x′))and R(x′, y),

step(x) ∼κ
R step(y) def= ▷ (α :κ).(x [α] ∼κ

R y [α]).

Note that the two first cases both apply for now(x) ∼κ
R now(y), but that they are equivalent

in that case. If R is symmetric and reflexive, then the same properties hold for ∼κ
R , but

transitivity is not preserved. In fact, if ∼κ
= were transitive, then one could prove that it is

the total relation, which is not the case.
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▶ Definition 33. Let R : X → Y → Prop be a relation. Define ∼R : DX → DY → Prop as

x ∼R y
def= ∀κ.x [κ] ∼κ

R y [κ].

The above definition is an encoding (using guarded recursion) of the standard coinductive
definition of weak bisimilarity. We note the following, which was also observed by Chapman
et al [10].

▶ Proposition 34. The mapping Dsd(X, R) = (DX, ∼R ) defines a monad on the category
of setoids.

In fact, the multiplication for Dκ preserves the guarded recursive definition of weak
bisimilarity.

Similarly, any algebraic monad T can be lifted to the category of setoids by defining
T (R) to be the smallest equivalence relation relating an equivalence class [t(x1, . . . , xn)] to
[t(y1, . . . , yn)] if R(xi, yi) for all i. We write Tsd for this.

Recall that by Proposition 22, if T is an algebraic monad given by a theory with no drop
equations, then parallel lifting defines a natural transformation TD → DT on the category
of sets. We show that this map lifts to a distributive law on the category of setoids.

▶ Theorem 35. Let T be the free model monad of algebraic theory T = (ΣT, ET), such that
ET contains no drop equations. Then parallel lifting defines a distributive law of monads
TsdDsd → DsdTsd.

▶ Remark 36. The free monad on an algebraic theory could alternatively be expressed on the
category of setoids by taking the set to be the free monad just on operations, introducing
the equations of the theory into the equivalence relation. In the presence of the axiom of
choice this generates a monad equivalent to Tsd, and we expect that the proof above can be
adapted to that choice as well.

8 Related Work

Møgelberg and Vezzosi [32] study two combinations of the guarded delay monad Dκ with
the finite powerset monad Pf expressed as a HIT in CCTT. They use these to show that
applicative simulation is a congruence for the untyped lambda calculus with finite non-
determinism using denotational techniques. One combination is the sum Pf ⊕ Dκ, which is
used for the case of may-convergence, and the other is the composite DκPf equipped with
the parallel lifting, which is used for must-convergence. They observe that only the former is
a monad. In this paper, we not only provide a more general study of such combinations, but
also suggest a way to remedy the situation in the latter case by considering weak bisimilarity.

Weak bisimilarity for the coinductive delay monad was first defined by Capretta [8].
Møgelberg and Paviotti [31] show that their embedding of FPC in guarded dependent type
theory respects weak bisimilarity and use that to prove an adequacy theorem up to weak
bisimilarity.

Chapman et al. [10] observe that quotienting the coinductive delay monad by weak
bisimilarity appears to not yield a monad unless countable choice is assumed. Altenkirch
et al. [1] propose a solution to this problem by constructing the quotient and the weak
bisimilarity relation simultaneously, as a higher inductive-inductive type. Chapman et al.
themselves suggest a different solution, constructing the quotient as the free ω-cpo using
an ordinary HIT. These quotients have not (to the best of our knowledge) been studied in
combination with other effects.
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Interaction trees [42] are essentially monads of the form ∀κ.(T ⊕Dκ)(−) for T an algebraic
monad generated by operations with no equations. Much work has gone into building libraries
for working with these up to weak bisimilarity in Coq, and these allow for interaction trees
to be used for program verification. To our knowledge, versions of interaction trees with
equations between terms have not been considered.

As mentioned in the introduction, the guarded recursive delay monad has two benefits
over the coinductive one: Firstly, it has a fixed point operator of the type (rather than
an iteration operator), which means that it allows for embedding languages with recursion
directly in type theory. In the coinductive case, one must either use some encoding of
recursion using the iteration operator, or prove that all constructions used are continuous.
We believe this is a considerable burden for higher order functions. The second advantage is
that guarded recursion allows for also advanced notions of state to be encoded, as shown
recently by Sterling et al. [38]. Neither the interaction trees nor the quotiented delay monads
appear to have these benefits.

Related Work on Monad Compositions
The field of monad compositions in general has attracted quite a bit of attention lately.
After Plotkin proved that there is no distributive law combining probability and non-
determinism [40], Klin and Salamanca [21] studied impossible distributions of the powerset
monad over itself, while Zwart and Marsden provided a general study on what makes
distributive laws fail [43]. Meanwhile, the initial study of monad compositions by Manes
and Mulry [26, 27] was continued by Parlant et al [13, 34, 35]. In both the positive and the
negative theorems on distributive laws in these papers, certain classes of equations were
identified as causes for making or breaking the monad composition. Idempotence, duplication,
and dropping variables came out as especially noteworthy types of equations, which the
findings in this paper confirm.

Our study of the delay monad provides an interesting extension on the previous works,
because of its non-standard algebraic structure given by delay algebras, and the fact that the
delay monad is neither affine nor relevant, which are the main properties studied by Parlant
et al.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

We have studied how both the guarded recursive and the coinductive version of the delay
monad combine with other monads. After studying some specific examples and free combin-
ations, we looked more generally at possible distributive laws of TDκ → DκT . We found
two natural candidates for such distributive laws, induced by parallel and sequential lifting
of operations on T . We showed that:

Sequential lifting provides a distributive law for monads presented by theories with
balanced equations.
There is no distributive law possible for monads with a binary operation that is com-
mutative and idempotent over Dκ, but this does not rule out a distributive law of such
monads over D.
Parallel lifting does not define a distributive law, but it does define one up to weak
bisimilarity, for monads presented by theories with non-drop equations.

It is unfortunate that weak bisimilarity requires working with setoids, but this is due to
the quotient of D up to weak bisimilarity not being a monad [10]. It is not clear how to
adapt the solutions to this problem mentioned above [10, 1] to the guarded recursive setting.
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This paper only considers the case of finite arity operations (except for state, which can
be of any arity). Distributive laws for countable arity operations such as countable non-
deterministic choice are more difficult. In those cases sequential lifting seems an unnatural
choice, not only because it does not interact well with idempotency, but also because it
introduces divergence even in the cases where there is an upper limit to the number of
steps taken by the arguments. Extending our parallel lifting operation to the countable case
requires deciding whether all the countably many input operations are values, which is not
possible in type theory.

The results presented in this paper are formulated and proven in CCTT. It is natural
to ask whether the results proven for the coinductive delay monad D also hold for D

considered as a monad on the category Set of sets. For some of the results proven in this
paper (Proposition 29 and Example 30) both the statements and proofs can be read in Set.
These results can therefore easily be seen to hold in this setting. In many other cases, our
constructions use guarded recursion (e.g. the definitions of parallel and sequential lifting of
operators). To lift these results to Set, one would need to redo the constructions and argue
for their productivity. However, we believe that using guarded recursion is the natural way to
work with coinductive types and proofs. Another approach could therefore be to use guarded
recursion as a language to reason about Set. This should be possible because the universe
used to model clock irrelevant types in the extensional model of Clocked Type Theory [28]
classifies a category equivalent to Set. We leave this as a direction for future research.
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